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Information Extraction from Calls for Papers with Conditional Random Fields and Layout Features Karl-Michael Schneider University of Passau, Department of General Linguistics, 94030 Passau, Germany [email protected]



Abstract. For members of the research community it is vital to stay informed about conferences, workshops, and other research meetings relevant to their field. These events are typically announced in call for papers (CFP) that are distributed via mailing lists. We employ Conditional Random Fields for the task of extracting key information such as conference names, titles, dates, locations and submission deadlines from CFPs. Extracting this information from CFPs automatically has applications in building automated conference calendars and search engines for CFPs. We combine a variety of features, including generic token classes, domainspecific dictionaries and layout features. Layout features prove particularly useful in the absence of grammatical structure, improving average F1 by 30% in our experiments.



1 Introduction People actively involved in scientific research rely on information about academic conferences, workshops, etc. in order to know when and where to publish their work. This information is typically distributed via mailing lists in so-called call for papers (CFP). CFPs invite the submission of papers, abstracts, posters, demos and the like and specify the date and place of an event, the deadline for paper submission, relevant topics, program committee members, contact addresses, and a meeting website, among others. Prospective authors, on the other hand, rely on this information to find appropriate conferences to submit their papers ready for submission in due time. Besides CFPs sent on mailing lists, conference calendars, specialised search engines and digital libraries of CFPs such as EventSeer (http://www.eventseer.net/) are useful tools for researchers. Building such online services requires techniques to extract the key information from CFPs automatically, in order to make this information accessible in a structured manner, e.g. by searching in different fields and browsing lists of CFPs ordered by date, place, deadline etc. The value of such online services depends crucially on the accuracy of the extraction techniques. A lot of research in information extraction has focused on extracting facts from texts consisting of complete sentences such as news articles [1]. These methods rely on the grammatical structure of sentences by applying automatic tools such as POS taggers and syntactic parsers. Calls for papers are different—they often consist of grammatical text that is interspersed with fragments of text that do not contain complete sentences and lack any grammatical structure. These latter sections usually contain the important



information about an event. They can be recognised visually by their physical layout, such as indented or centered lines, double-spaced lines, blank lines separating them from the rest of the text, as well as particular orthographic properties like capitalised and uppercase words. Also, many CFPs follow information-theoretic or communicationtheoretic principles by placing the most important information at the beginning of the text. This paper presents an approach for information extraction from CFPs that integrates various kinds of evidence from both content (i.e. tokens in a text) and layout (i.e. the physical structure of a text) by using conditional random fields (CRFs) [2]. CRFs are discriminatively-trained undirected graphical models. Like maximum entropy models they are based on an exponential form and thus can combine overlapping, nonindependent features very easily. CRFs have been applied successfully to a variety of sequence labelling tasks such as shallow parsing [3], named entity recognition [4], information extraction [5] and table recognition [6]. The features we use measure generic properties of tokens (capitalisation, spelling), membership in particular token classes (years, month names, URLs, E-mail addresses), domain-specific vocabulary through dictionaries, location names through gazetteer lists, and layout properties such as empty and indented lines and the position of tokens in lines. We present experimental results on a corpus of hand-tagged CFPs using various subsets of features to measure the impact of different feature classes on extraction accuracy. Layout features prove particularly useful, improving accuracy dramatically.



2 Related Work Layout features have been used previously in a variety of information extraction tasks. In [5] a CRF is trained to extract various fields (such as author, title, etc.) from the header sections of research papers using a combination of linguistic and layout features. The features are very similar to ours. CFPs are similar to research papers in that most (though not all) of the important information is contained in highly formatted regions (the header section at the beginning) rather than in grammatical sentences. An important difference between this task and ours is that research paper headers consist only of header fields, with no intervening material. In contrast, the field instances in a CFP comprise only a small fraction of the tokens, making extraction a harder task. Moreover, many papers use standardised document layouts (e.g. through the use of LaTeX style files), whereas CFPs exhibit greater variation in form and layout. In [6] layout features are used to locate tables in text, identify header and data cells and associate data cells with their corresponding header cells. They use a large variety of layout features that measure the occurrence of various amounts of whitespace indicative of table rows in text lines. Layout features such as line begins with punctuation and line is the last line are also used to learn to detect and extract signature lines and reply lines in E-mails [7]. In both tasks an input text (web page with tables, E-mail) are considered sequences of lines rather than sequences of tokens, and features measure properties of lines. In contrast, we use features that measure properties of both lines and tokens. In [8] a conditional Markov model (CMM) tagger and a CRF are trained to extract up to 11 fields from workshop calls for papers using various token features, includ-



ing orthography, POS tags and named entity tags, but no layout features. 1 In addition, domain knowledge is employed to find matching workshop acronym/name pairs and select the correct workshop date (e.g. one that occurs after the paper submission date). This improves performance over the CMM but not over the CRF.



3 Conditional Random Fields Conditional random fields are undirected discriminatively-trained graphical models. A special case of a CRF is a linear chain, which corresponds to a conditionally-trained finite state machine. A linear-chain CRF is trained to maximise the conditional probability of a label sequence given an input sequence. As in Maximum-Entropy Markov Models (MEMM) [9], this conditional probability has an exponential form which makes it easy to integrate many overlapping, non-independent features. MEMMs maximise the conditional probability of each state given the previous state and an observation, which makes them prone to the label bias problem [2]. CRFs use a global exponential model to avoid this problem. Let x = x1 . . . xT be an input sequence and y = y1 . . . yT be a corresponding state (or label) sequence. A CRF with parameters Λ = {λ, . . . } defines a conditional probability for y given x to be PΛ (y|x) =



T  1 exp ∑ ∑ λk fk (yt−1 , yt , x,t) , Zx t=1 k



(1)



where Zx is a normalisation constant that makes the probabilities of all label sequences sum to one, f k (yt−1 , yt , x,t) is a feature function, and λk is a learned weight associated with fk . A feature function indicates the occurrence of an event consisting of a state transition yt−1 → yt and a query to the input sequence x centered at the current time step t. For example, a feature function might have value 1 if the current state, yt , is B-TI (indicating the beginning of a conference title) and the previous state, yt−1 , is O (meaning “not belonging to any entity”) and the current word, xt , is “Fifth”, and value 0 otherwise. The weight λk for the feature function f k indicates how likely the event is to occur. Inference in CRFs is done by finding the most probable label sequence, y∗ , for an input sequence, x, given the model in (1): y∗ = argmax PΛ (y|x) . y



This can be calculated efficiently by dynamic programming using the Viterbi algorithm, similarly to inference in HMMs. 1



Unfortunately we became aware of this work too late to be able to obtain the corpus and test our system on it before publication of this paper.



During training, the weights λk are set to maximise the conditional log-likelihood of a set of labelled sequences in a training set D = {(x(i) , y(i) ) : i = 1, . . . , M}: M



LL(D) = ∑ logPΛ (y(i) , x(i) ) − ∑ i=1 M T
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is a Gaussian prior that is used for penalising the log-likelihood in order



to avoid over-fitting, and σ2k is a variance [5]. Maximising (2) corresponds to matching the expected count of each feature according to the model to its adjusted empirical count: M T
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T M λk 0 0 (i) fk (yt−1 , yt0 , x(i) ,t) . P (y |x ) = Λ ∑ ∑ ∑ σ2k i=1 y0 t=1



are used to discount the empirical feature counts. In [5] several alternative



priors for regularisation in CRFs were investigated but the Gaussian prior was found to work best. Finding the parameter set Λ that maximises the log-likelihood in (2) is done using an iterative procedure called limited-memory quasi-Newton (L-BFGS) [3]. Since the log-likelihood function in a linear-chain CRF is convex2 the learning procedure is guaranteed to converge to a global maximum. CRFs could also be trained using traditional maximum entropy learning algorithms, such as GIS and IIS [10], but BFGS was shown to converge much faster [3].



4 Information Extraction from Calls for Papers 4.1 Task and Approach We extract up to seven fields from a CFP: Name (e.g. ACL 2005), Title (e.g. 42nd Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics), Date, Location, URL, Deadline, and Conjoined (i.e. the name and title of the main conference if the event is part of a larger conference, e.g. a workshop held in conjunction with a conference). We follow the standard methodology used in shallow parsing, named entity recognition and similar tasks and represent our extraction problem as a sequence labelling task. Following [11], each token in a text is marked as being either the beginning of an entity, inside an entity but not at the beginning, or not part of any entity. For example, the first token in a conference title is labelled with B-TI and all subsequent tokens of the title are labelled with I-TI, and likewise for other entities. Tokens outside of any entity are labelled with O. Thus the information extraction problem can be seen as a token classification task, subject to the further constraint that I-entity can only follow B-entity or I-entity. 2



Assuming a one-to-one correspondence between states and labels, as we do.



Each token is represented as a set of binary features that describe lexical, contextual and spatial properties of the token. Our features are summarised in Table 1. We use a linear-chain CRF to learn a labelling function from training examples and label new text. Below we describe the features used for our task. Table 1. Description of features Type generic generic generic generic generic generic generic generic generic generic generic generic generic domain domain domain domain domain domain domain domain layout layout layout layout layout layout layout layout layout



Feature Definition ICAP capitalised ACAP all uppercase SCAP single uppercase letter MCAP mixed case ADIG all digits PUNC punctuation symbol URL regular expression for URL EMAIL regular expression for E-mail address HASUP token contains uppercase letter HASDIG token contains digit HASDASH token contains HASPUNC token contains punctuation symbol ABBR word ends with period CNAME conference name CNUMY conference number or year DAY day of week or day of month DAYS range of days YEAR four-digit year SYEAR two-digit year ROM roman number NTH number attribute BOL first token in the line EOL last token in the line BOT first line in the text EOT last line in the text BLANK line contains no visible characters PUNCTLN line contains only punctuation characters INDENT line is indented FIRST10 first 10 lines in the text FIRST20 first 20 lines in the text



Example International EACL A. PostScript 2005 . http://www.aclweb.org/ [email protected] T’sou +49( 17-21 llncs.cls Prof. ACL’03 ’03 16, Sunday 17-23, 4th-6th 2003 01 IX third, 9th



4.2 Token features Token features describe properties of individual tokens and their surrounding tokens. We use generic (i.e. domain independent) as well as domain dependent features. We use a variety of information sources to extract features from tokens:



– Orthographic properties are used to assign each token to one or more generic token classes. – Each token is a feature by itself; however, we map capitalised words (ICAP) and words consisting of all uppercase letters (ACAP) to lowercase. – We use a dictionary to recognise names of months and week days. – Another (domain dependent) dictionary is used to recognise words that often occur as part of conference titles, such as Conference, Workshop, International, on, and capitalised words that regularly occur in CFPs but are rarely used in conference titles, e.g. Call, Deadline, LaTeX (see Table 2). – A gazetteer list3 is used to recognise name of cities, towns, countries, and other known locations. We look up sequences of up to five consecutive tokens in the gazetteer and assign a feature to each token of a matching sequence.



Table 2. Domain dictionary Class Words INST University, Center, Institute, School ORG Society, Association, Council, Consortium, Group EV Conference, Workshop, Symposium, Meeting, Congress, Track, Colloquium, . . . ATTR Annual, Interdisciplinary, Special, Joint, European, International, National, . . . DL Deadline, Reminder, Submission, due TH st, nd, rd, th



In addition to the features representing a token, we add the features of the surrounding tokens within a window size of 2 (marked accordingly) to represent the context of the token. For example, for the token 9th in the sequence Call for Papers 9th EUROPEAN WORKSHOP ON NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATION we would extract the features W=9th, HASDIG, DAY, NTH, W-1=papers, ICAP-1, D NONAME-1, W2=for, D FOR-2, W+1=european, ACAP+1, D ATTR+1, W+2=workshop, ACAP+2, D EV+2. 4.3 Layout Features Layout features encode information about the position of a token in a line of text, such as beginning and end of line, as well as properties of whole lines in a text, such as first/last lines and blank lines (see Table 1). For each token we add the layout features of the token and of the line in which the token occurs to the token’s feature set, as well as the features of 2 preceeding and following lines. For example, the feature set BOL, FIRST10, FIRST20, INDENT, FIRST10-1, FIRST20-1, BLANK1, BOT-2, FIRST10-2, FIRST20-2, INDENT-2, FIRST10+1, FIRST20+1, BLANK+1, FIRST10+2, FIRST20+2, INDENT+2 would indicate that the current token appears at the beginning of a line; the current line (the line containing the current token) is the 3



obtained from http://www.world-gazetteer.com/



third line; the previous and next line are empty; the current line and the lines two lines up (first) and down (fifth) are indented; and all of them are among the first 10 and first 20 lines in the text.4



5 Experiments 5.1 Dataset The data consists of 263 CFPs received by the author from various mailing lists between August 2002 and January 2004, and from February 2005 to May 2005. We use only the plain text part of each message and remove mailing list signatures and email headers occurring in the text (e.g. due to manual forwarding and editing by list moderators). We avoid duplicate and near duplicate CFPs by computing their Nilsimsa digest 5 and removing all but one CFP if the number of bits that are equal in two digests is greater than 230 (90%). We apply only minimal tokenisation. We separate punctuation, double quotes and parentheses from preceeding and following words but do not separate a period from the preceeding word if the word is a single capital letter or appears on a hand-crafted list of known abbreviations (Dr, Prof, Int, etc.). Also, we do not separate dashes and single quotes from preceeding and following material because these symbols are often part of conference names, e.g. ACL’05, ICML-2005. Each CFP has been manually annotated for the seven fields described in Sect. 4.1. To reduce the amount of manual work we use an iterative procedure by training a CRF on a small number of manually annotated CFPs, then using this model to annotate more CFPs, correcting any errors manually, retraining the model, and so on. The total number of tokens is 203,151, with 7,217 tokens (3.6%) belonging to field instances. For the experiments, we split the data into a training and testing set. We use the first 128 CFPs (from August 2002 to January 2004) for training and the remaining 135 CFPs (from February 2005 to May 2005) for testing. 5.2 Performance Measure Following [5] we measure performance using two different sets of metrics: word-based and instance-based. For word-based evaluation, we define TP as the number of distinct words in all hand-tagged instances of a field that occur in at least one extracted instance of that field; FN as the number of distinct words in hand-tagged instances that do not occur in an extracted instance; and FP as the number of distinct words in all extracted instances of a field that do not occur in at least one hand-tagged instance of the field. These counts are summed over all CFPs in the test set. Word precision, recall and F1 TP TP are defined as prec = TP+FP , recall = TP+FN , F1 = 2×prec×recall prec+recall . 4



5



Note that the feature BLANK can never occur (because all features occur with tokens, and no token occurs in a blank line). However, features BLANK-i and BLANK+i represent valuable information about the physical layout of the text. http://ixazon.dynip.com/ cmeclax/nilsimsa.html



Instance-based evaluation considers an extracted instance correct only if it is identical to a hand-tagged instance of the same field. Thus in instance-based evaluation an extracted instance with even a single added or missing word is counted as an error. Instance precision and instance recall are the percentage of extracted instances of a field that are identical to a hand-tagged instance, and the percentage of hand-tagged instances that are extracted by the CRF, respectively. Instance F1 is defined accordingly as in word-based evaluation. We report the word-based and instance-based measures for each field. Overall performance is measured by calculating precision and recall from counts summed over all fields and calculating F1 from overall precision and recall (called “micro average” in the information retrieval literature). This favours fields that occur more frequently than others. In addition, we calculate the average of the per-field F1 values (called “macro average” in the information retrieval literature). This gives equal weight to all fields. 5.3 Training CRFs We use a Java implementation of CRFs [12]. Training with the full feature set took about four hours on an Athlon AMD 800 MHz CPU with Linux operating system and converged after 156 iterations.



6 Results 6.1 Performance Evaluation Table 3 shows per-field and overall performance. Word-based F1 is around 80% for most fields, except Conjoined and Name which are significantly lower. As expected, instance-based F1 is lower than word-based F1 for most fields, except Name which is 1.3% higher and URL which is equal to word-based F1 because URLs are single tokens. For Conjoined and Title instance-based F1 is much lower than word-based F1 (around 15–18%), presumably because on average instances of Conjoined and Title consist of more tokens than other fields, making them more prone to instance-based errors. Table 3. Extraction results with the full feature set Field Instances W-Recall W-Precision W-F1 I-Recall I-Precision I-F1 Conjoined 93 41.6% 66.1% 51.0% 28.0% 48.1% 35.4% Date 168 72.7% 90.8% 80.8% 64.9% 79.6% 71.5% Deadline 161 68.9% 92.0% 78.8% 59.6% 80.7% 68.6% Location 120 72.1% 90.8% 80.4% 64.2% 82.8% 72.3% Name 78 46.7% 78.1% 58.5% 48.7% 77.6% 59.8% Title 136 80.9% 79.8% 80.3% 61.8% 63.6% 62.7% URL 131 71.8% 87.9% 79.0% 71.8% 87.9% 79.0% Micro average 887 70.2% 84.1% 76.5% 59.1% 75.8% 66.4% Macro average 72.7% 64.2%



Notice also that performance is significantly lower than in [5] for the research paper extraction task. However, field extraction from CFPs is a more difficult task because most tokens in a CFP do not belong to a field instance, whereas research paper headers consist only of header fields. In the CFP task there are three types of extraction errors: (i) assigning a word to the wrong field, (ii) assigning a word that belongs to a field to no field, (iii) assigning a non-field word to some field. In the research paper task only the first error type can occur. 6.2 Effects of Different Kinds of Features To analyse the contribution of different kinds of features we trained four different models, using (i) only generic features, (ii) generic and domain features, (iii) generic and layout features, (iv) all features (the latter model is identical to that in the previous section). We compare the overall performance of the four models in Table 4. Both domain and layout features improve the performance over using only generic features, both individually and in combination. Using the full feature set increases instance-based macro averaged F1 by 38% (relative) over using only generic features. Layout features have the biggest impact, resulting in a 34% relative increase in F1 over the generic features and 30% over the combination of generic and domain features. Domain features alone contribute only a 6% improvement over the generic features. Table 4. Contribution of different kinds of features Features micro Word-F1 macro Word-F1 micro Instance-F1 macro Instance-F1



generic generic+domain generic+layout generic+domain+layout 58.8% 61.4% 74.9% 76.5% 54.0% 57.2% 70.4% 72.7% 50.3% 52.6% 65.0% 66.4% 46.4% 49.2% 62.3% 64.2%



Table 5 shows the per-field improvement in instance-based F1 due to layout features. The biggest improvement (64% relative) is obtained for Name, and for Title and Location the relative improvement is 40%. These fields are highly correlated with spatial properties in CFPs. For the Deadline field the improvement is relatively small (only 7%). This is due to the fact that deadlines are typically surrounded by unambiguous lexical material (in fact, the features with highest weights in the CRF for the beginning of Deadline are W-2=deadline, W-2=submissions, W-2=submission and W-2=due). Table 5. Instance-based F1 improvements for individual fields through the use of layout features Field Conjoined Date Deadline Location Name Title URL without layout 29.2% 62.6% 64.0% 50.0% 36.4% 43.5% 58.8% with layout 35.4% 71.5% 68.6% 72.3% 59.8% 62.7% 79.0%



7 Conclusions and Future Work This paper applies conditional random fields to a practical problem: extracting important knowledge from call for papers for academic conferences and related events. We demonstrate the effectiveness of layout features in the absence of grammatical structure, which is typical for those regions in CFPs that contain the key information about an event, obtaining an improvement in instance-based average F1 by 30%. Extraction performance in our experiments is reasonable but not optimal, probably due to the relatively small training corpus. Increasing the amount of training data would be expected to help improve the performance. However, annotating training data manually is labour-intensive. In future work we intend to employ bootstrapping [13] to reduce the amount of manual work in obtaining training data.
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